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The Hamlet Trap - Kate Wilhelm 2013-07-01
Roman Cavanaugh runs a small theater company in Ashland, Oregon,
one that has gained a nation-wide reputation. When a new director
comes to town, bringing with him an eccentric playwright, jealousies
arise and tempers flare; suddenly a man is found murdered. Ro’s niece,
Ginnie, is accused, and private investigators Charlie Meiklejohn and his
wife, Constance Leidl, are called in to clear his name. They uncover a
trail of secrets that threaten to tear apart the theater company and cause
more violence.
Impossible Things - Connie Willis 2011-03-02
Winner of six Nebula and two Hugo awards for her fiction, Connie Willis
is acclaimed for her gifted imagination and bold invention. Here are
eleven of her finest stories, surprising tales in which the impossible
becomes real, the real becomes impossible, and strangeness lurks at
every turn. The end of the world comes not with a bang but a series of
whimpers over many years in "The Last of the Winnebagos." The terror
of pain and dying gives birth to a startling truth about the nature of the
stars, a principle known as the "Schwarzschild Radius." In "Spice
Pogrom," an outrageous colony in outer space becomes the setting for a
screwball comedy of bizarre complications, mistaken identities, far-toofriendly aliens--and even true love.
Blackout - Connie Willis 2011
BLACKOUT is the opening movement of a vast, absorbing two-volume
novel that may well prove to be Connie Willis' masterpiece. Like her
multi-award winning THE DOOMSDAY BOOK, this stunning new work
marries the intricate mechanics of time travel to the gritty - and
dangerous - realities of human history. The narrative opens in Oxford,
England in 2060, where a trio of time traveling scholars prepares to
depart for various corners of the Second World War. Their mission: to
observe, from a safe vantage point, the day-to-day nature of life during
this critical historical moment. As the action ranges from the evacuation
of Dunkirk to the manor houses of rural England to the quotidian horrors
of London during the Blitz, the objective nature of their roles gradually
changes. Cut off from the safety net of the future and caught up in the
chaotic events that make up history, they are forced to participate, in
unexpected ways, in the defining events of the era. BLACKOUT is an
ingeniously constructed time travel novel and a grand entertainment.
More than that, it is a moving, exquisitely detailed portrait of a world
under siege, a world dominated by chaos, uncertainty, and the threat of
imminent extinction. It is the rare sort of book that transcends the limits
of genre, offering pleasure, insight, and illumination on virtually every
page.
Lifelode - Jo Walton 2020-03-26
Lifelode is the Mythopoeic Award Winning novel from Hugo, Nebula and
World Fantasy Award winning author Jo Walton. It was published in
hardcover in 2009 by NESFA Press and is now available for the first time
as an ebook. At its heart, Lifelode is the story of a comfortable manor
house family. The four adults of the household are happily polygamous,
each fulfilling their ‘lifelode’ or life’s purpose: Ferrand is the lord of the
manor, his sweetmate Taveth runs the household, his wife Chayra makes
ceramics, and Taveth’s husband Ranal works the farm. Their children are
a joyful bunch, running around in the sunshine days of the harvest and
wondering what their own lifelodes will be. Their lives changed with the
arrival of two visitors to Applekirk: Jankin the scholar and Hanethe,
Ferrand’s great grandmother and the former lord of the manor, who has
been living for many generations in the East, a place where the gods
walk and yeya (magic) is so powerful that those who wield it are not
quite human.
Futures Imperfect - Connie Willis 1996

One of those rare, unforgettable novels that are as chilling as they are
insightful, as thought-provoking as they are terrifying, award-winning
author Connie Willis's Passage is an astonishing blend of relentless
suspense and cutting-edge science unlike anything you've ever read
before. It is the electrifying story of a psychologist who has devoted her
life to tracking death. But when she volunteers for a research project
that simulates the near-death experience, she will either solve life's
greatest mystery -- or fall victim to its greatest terror. At Mercy General
Hospital, Dr. Joanna Lander will soon be paged -- not to save a life, but to
interview a patient just back from the dead. A psychologist specializing
in near-death experiences, Joanna has spent two years recording the
experiences of those who have been declared clinically dead and lived to
tell about it. It's research on the fringes of ordinary science, but Joanna
is about to get a boost from an unexpected quarter. A new doctor has
arrived at Mercy General, one with the power to give Joanna the chance
to get as close to death as anyone can. A brilliant young neurologist, Dr.
Richard Wright has come up with a way to manufacture the near-death
experience using a psychoactive drug. Dr. Wright is convinced that the
NDE is a survival mechanism and that if only doctors understood how it
worked, they could someday delay the dying process, or maybe even
reverse it. He can use the expertise of a psychologist of Joanna Lander's
standing to lend credibility to his study. But he soon needs Joanna for
more than just her reputation. When his key volunteer suddenly drops
out of the study, Joanna finds herself offering to become Richard's next
subject. After all, who better than she, a trained psychologist, to
document the experience? Her first NDE is as fascinating as she
imagined it would be -- so astounding that she knows she must go back,
if only to find out why this place is so hauntingly familiar. But each time
Joanna goes under, her sense of dread begins to grow, because part of
her already knows why the experience is so familiar, and why she has
every reason to be afraid.... And just when you think you know where she
is going, Willis throws in the biggest surprise of all -- a shattering
scenario that will keep you feverishly reading until the final climactic
page is turned.
The Real Trial of Oscar Wilde - Merlin Holland 2004-10-05
Oscar Wilde had one of literary history's most explosive love affairs with
Lord Alfred "Bosie" Douglas. In 1895, Bosie's father, the Marquess of
Queensberry, delivered a note to the Albemarle Club addressed to "Oscar
Wilde posing as sodomite." With Bosie's encouragement, Wilde sued the
Marquess for libel. He not only lost but he was tried twice for "gross
indecency" and sent to prison with two years' hard labor. With this
publication of the uncensored trial transcripts, readers can for the first
time in more than a century hear Wilde at his most articulate and
brilliant. The Real Trial of Oscar Wilde documents an alarmingly swift fall
from grace; it is also a supremely moving testament to the right to live,
work, and love as one's heart dictates.
Fire Watch- Connie Willis 2010-01-13
Winner of six Nebula and five Hugo awards, Connie Willis is one of the
most acclaimed and imaginative authors of our time. Her startling and
powerful works have redefined the boundaries of contemporary science
fiction. Here in one volume are twelve of her greatest stories, including
double award-winner "Fire Watch," set in the universe of Doomsday Book
and To Say Nothing of the Dog, in which a time-traveling student learns
one of history's hardest lessons. In "A Letter from the Clearys," a routine
message from distant friends shatters the fragile world of a beleaguered
family. In "The Sidon in the Mirror," a mutant with the unconscious urge
to become other people finds himself becoming both killer and victim.
Disturbing, revealing, and provocative, this remarkable collection of
short fiction brings together some of the best work of an incomparable
writer whose ability to amaze, confound, and enlighten never fails.
Water Witch - Connie Willis 1999-04-01

Passage - Connie Willis 2009-12-09

All Clear - Connie Willis 2011-10-25

All about Emily - Connie Willis 2011
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Winner of the Nebula Award Traveling back in time, from Oxford circa
2060 into the thick of World War II, was a routine excursion for three
British historians eager to study firsthand the heroism and horrors of the
Dunkirk evacuation and the London Blitz. But getting marooned in wartorn 1940 England has turned Michael Davies, Merope Ward, and Polly
Churchill from temporal tourists into besieged citizens struggling to
survive Hitler’s devastating onslaught. And now there’s more to worry
about than just getting back home: The impossibility of altering past
events has always been a core belief of time-travel theory—but it may be
tragically wrong. When discrepancies in the historical record begin
cropping up, it suggests that one or all of the future visitors have
somehow changed the past—and, ultimately, the outcome of the war.
Meanwhile, in 2060 Oxford, the stranded historians’ supervisor, Mr.
Dunworthy, frantically confronts the seemingly impossible task of
rescuing his students—three missing needles in the haystack of history.
The thrilling time-tripping adventure that began with Blackout now
hurtles to its stunning resolution in All Clear.
Jack - Connie Willis 2020-04-30

heartbreaks, dead ends, and disasters before they find their ultimate
answer. . . . Praise for Bellwether “One of science fiction's best
writers.”—The Denver Post “Connie Willis deploys the apparatus of
science fiction to illuminate character and relationships, and her writing
is fresh, subtle, and deeply moving.”—The New York Times Book Review
“Keen social satire touched with genuine humanity . . . Connie Willis's
fiction is one of the most intelligent delights of our genre.”—Locus “A
sheer pleasure to read . . . Sprightly, intelligent fun.”—Publishers Weekly
Leviathan Wakes - James S. A. Corey 2011-06-15
From a New York Times bestselling and Hugo award-winning author
comes a modern masterwork of science fiction, introducing a captain, his
crew, and a detective as they unravel a horrifying solar system wide
conspiracy that begins with a single missing girl. Now a Prime Original
series. Humanity has colonized the solar system—Mars, the Moon, the
Asteroid Belt and beyond—but the stars are still out of our reach. Jim
Holden is XO of an ice miner making runs from the rings of Saturn to the
mining stations of the Belt. When he and his crew stumble upon a
derelict ship, the Scopuli, they find themselves in possession of a secret
they never wanted. A secret that someone is willing to kill for—and kill
Connie Willis SF Gateway Omnibus - Connie Willis 2014-03-06
on a scale unfathomable to Jim and his crew. War is brewing in the
Connie Willis is one of science fiction's most decorated authors, with a
system unless he can find out who left the ship and why. Detective Miller
staggering eleven HUGOs and seven NEBULA AWARDs to her name. She is looking for a girl. One girl in a system of billions, but her parents have
is best known for her sequence of time-travel stories including SF
money and money talks. When the trail leads him to the Scopuli and
Masterworks DOOMSDAY BOOK and TO SAY NOTHING OF THE DOG
rebel sympathizer Holden, he realizes that this girl may be the key to
and the HUGO AWARD-winning diptych BLACKOUT and ALL CLEAR.
everything. Holden and Miller must thread the needle between the Earth
This omnibus collects her solo debut, LINCOLN'S DREAMS, which won
government, the Outer Planet revolutionaries, and secretive
the JOHN W. CAMPBELL MEMORIAL AWARD and PASSAGE, shortlisted
corporations—and the odds are against them. But out in the Belt, the
for the HUGO, NEBULA JOHN W. CAMPBELL and ARTHUR C. CLARKE
rules are different, and one small ship can change the fate of the
AWARDs.
universe. "Interplanetary adventure the way it ought to be written."
How to Live Safely in a Science Fictional Universe (Enhanced - Edition)
—George R. R. Martin The Expanse Leviathan Wakes Caliban's War
Charles Yu 2010-09-07
Abaddon's Gate Cibola Burn Nemesis Games Babylon's Ashes Persepolis
This enhanced eBook includes video, audio, photographic, and linked
Rising Tiamat's Wrath Leviathan Falls Memory's Legion The Expanse
content, as well as a bonus short story. Hear TAMMY talk. Learn the
Short Fiction Drive The Butcher of Anderson Station Gods of Risk The
origins of Minor Universe 31. See the TM-31. Take a trip in it. Photos and Churn The Vital Abyss Strange Dogs Auberon The Sins of Our Fathers
illustrations appear as hyperlinked endnotes. Video and audio are
The Broken Room - Peter Clines 2022-03-01
embedded directly in text. *Video and audio may not play on all readers.
You can still owe the dead. Hector was the best of the best. A
Check your user manual for details. National Book Foundation 5 Under
government operative who could bring armies to a halt and nations to
35 Award winner Charles Yu delivers his debut novel, a razor-sharp,
their knees. But when his own country betrayed him, he dropped off the
ridiculously funny, and utterly touching story of a son searching for his
grid and picked up the first of many bottles. Natalie can’t remember
father . . . through quantum space–time. Minor Universe 31 is a vast
much of her life before her family brought her to the US, but she
story-space on the outskirts of fiction, where paradox fluctuates like the
remembers the cages. And getting taken away to the Project with dozens
stock market, lonely sexbots beckon failed protagonists, and time travel
of other young children to become part of their nightmarish experiments.
is serious business. Every day, people get into time machines and try to
That’s how she ended up with the ghost of a dead secret agent stuck in
do the one thing they should never do: change the past. That’s where
her head. And Hector owes Natalie’s ghost a big favor. Now Hector and
Charles Yu, time travel technician—part counselor, part gadget repair
Natalie are on the run from an army of killers sent to retrieve her.
man—steps in. He helps save people from themselves. Literally. When
Because the people behind the Project are willing to risk almost anything
he’s not taking client calls or consoling his boss, Phil, who could really
to get Natalie back and complete their experiments.
use an upgrade, Yu visits his mother (stuck in a one-hour cycle of time,
The Color of Paradox - A. M. Dellamonica 2014-06-25
she makes dinner over and over and over) and searches for his father,
"The Color of Paradox", by A.M. Dellamonica, is a science fiction story
who invented time travel and then vanished. Accompanied by TAMMY,
about one of a series of time travelers sent back to the past in order to
an operating system with low self-esteem, and Ed, a nonexistent but
buy more time for the human race, which in the future is on the verge of
ontologically valid dog, Yu sets out, and back, and beyond, in order to
extinction. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
find the one day where he and his father can meet in memory. He learns
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
that the key may be found in a book he got from his future self. It’s called Blackout - Connie Willis 2010-09-14
How to Live Safely in a Science Fictional Universe, and he’s the author.
Oxford in 2060 is a chaotic place, with scores of time-traveling historians
And somewhere inside it is the information that could help him—in fact it being sent into the past. Michael Davies is prepping to go to Pearl
may even save his life. Wildly new and adventurous, Yu’s debut is certain
Harbor. Merope Ward is coping with a bunch of bratty 1940 evacuees
to send shock waves of wonder through literary space–time.
and trying to talk her thesis adviser into letting her go to VE-Day. Polly
Bellwether- Connie Willis 2010-02-10
Churchill’s next assignment will be as a shopgirl in the middle of
Connie Willis has won more Hugo and Nebula awards than any other
London’s Blitz. But now the time-travel lab is suddenly canceling
science fiction author. Now, with her trademark wit and inventiveness,
assignments and switching around everyone’s schedules. And when
she explores the intimate relationship between science, pop culture, and
Michael, Merope, and Polly finally get to World War II, things just get
the arcane secrets of the heart. Sandra Foster studies fads—from Barbie
worse. For there they face air raids, blackouts, and dive-bombing
dolls to the grunge look—how they start and what they mean. Bennett
Stukas—to say nothing of a growing feeling that not only their
O'Reilly is a chaos theorist studying monkey group behavior. They both
assignments but the war and history itself are spiraling out of control.
work for the HiTek corporation, strangers until a misdelivered package
Because suddenly the once-reliable mechanisms of time travel are
brings them together. It's a moment of synchronicity—if not
showing significant glitches, and our heroes are beginning to question
serendipity—which leads them into a chaotic system of their own,
their most firmly held belief: that no historian can possibly change the
complete with a million-dollar research grant, caffé latte, tattoos, and a
past.
series of unlucky coincidences that leaves Bennett monkeyless, fundless,
Remake - Connie Willis 2009-10-21
and nearly jobless. Sandra intercedes with a flock of sheep and an idea
Winner of more Hugo and Nebula Awards than any other science fiction
for a joint project. (After all, what better animal to study both chaos
author, Connie Willis is one of the most powerfully imaginative writers of
theory and the herd mentality that so often characterizes human
our time. In Remake, she explores the timeless themes of emotion and
behavior?) But scientific discovery is rarely straightforward and never
technology, reality and illusion, and the bittersweet place where they
simple, and Sandra and Bennett have to endure a series of setbacks,
intersect to make art. It's the Hollywood of the future, where
blackout-connie-willis
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moviemaking's been computerized and live-action films are a thing of the
past. It's a Hollywood where Humphrey Bogart and Marilyn Monroe are
starring together in A Star Is Born, and if you don't like the ending, you
can change it with the stroke of a key. A Hollywood of warmbodies and
sim-sex, of drugs and special effects, where anything is possible. Except
for what one starry-eyed young woman wants to do: dance in the movies.
It's an impossible dream, but Alis is not willing to give up. With a little
magic and a lot of luck, she just might get her happy ending after all.
Rook - Sharon Cameron 2015-04-28
Who needs a wedding ring when you can pick up a sword? A remarkable
and utterly inventive novel from Sharon Cameron, author of THE DARK
UNWINDING, which USA TODAY called "spellbindingly imaginative."
History has a way of repeating itself. In the Sunken City that was once
Paris, all who oppose the new revolution are being put to the blade.
Except for those who disappear from their prison cells, a red-tipped rook
feather left in their place. Is the mysterious Red Rook a savior of the
innocent or a criminal? Meanwhile, across the sea in the Commonwealth,
Sophia Bellamy's arranged marriage to the wealthy René Hasard is the
last chance to save her family from ruin. But when the search for the Red
Rook comes straight to her doorstep, Sophia discovers that her fiancé is
not all he seems. Which is only fair, because neither is she. As the Red
Rook grows bolder and the stakes grow higher, Sophia and René find
themselves locked in a tantalizing game of cat and mouse. Daring
intrigue, delicious romance, and spine-tingling suspense fill the pages of
this extraordinary tale from award-winning author Sharon Cameron.
Take a Look at the Five and Ten -

woman ever has. In an empire divided by bitter factions circling an
exquisitely cultured emperor who loves his gardens and his art far more
than the burdens of governing, dramatic events on the northern steppe
alter the balance of power in the world, leading to events no one could
have foretold, under the river of stars.
Terra Incognita
- Connie Willis 2018-08-21
THREE CLASSIC SCI-FI NOVELLAS IN ONE VOLUME—from a Hugo
and Nebula award-winning author In Terra Incognita, Connie Willis
explores themes of love and mortality while brilliantly illuminating the
human condition through biting satire. Uncharted Territory Findriddy
and Carson are explorers, dispatched to a distant planet to survey its
canyons, ridges, and scrub-covered hills. Teamed with a profit-hungry
indigenous guide of indeterminate gender and an enthusiastic newcomer
whose specialty is mating customs, the group battles hostile terrain as
they set out for unexplored regions. Along the way, they face dangers,
discover treasures, and soon find themselves in an alien territory of
another kind: exploring the paths and precipices of sex—and love.
Remake In the Hollywood of the future, live-action movies are a thing of
the past. Old films are computerized and ruthlessly dissected, actors
digitally ripped from one film and thrust into another. Humphrey Bogart
and Marilyn Monroe in A Star Is Born? No problem. Hate the ending?
Change it with the stroke of a key. Technology makes anything possible.
But a starry-eyed young woman wants only one thing: to dance on the big
screen. With a little magic and a lot of luck, she just may get her happy
ending. D.A. Theodora Baumgarten is baffled and furious: Why was she
selected to be part of a highly competitive interstellar cadet program?
After all, she never even applied. But that hasn’t stopped the powers that
be from whisking her onto a spaceship bound for the prestigious
Academy. With her protests ignored, Theodora takes matters into her
own hands, aided by her hacker best friend, to escape the Academy and
return to Earth—only to uncover a conspiracy that runs deeper than she
could have imagined. Praise for Terra Incognita “Willis’s lively, funny
forays into futuristic territory shine as brightly today as when originally
released. . . . In all three stories, the protagonists find their narrow
concepts of life challenged and expanded by possibilities created through
technology. As a collection, these smart, accessible shorts make for an
entertaining initiation or reintroduction into the world of one of sci-fi's
greatest treasures.”—Shelf Awareness “A master of fantasy playfully
combines science fiction with other genres in three antic novellas. . . .
Clever, funny, thought-provoking, and sweet, these stories are classic
Willis.”—Kirkus Reviews
Blood of the Wicked
- Leighton Gage 2008
Mario Silva, the Chief Inspector for Criminal Matters of the Federal
Police of Brazil, along with his nephew Hector Costa, a fellow officer,
investigates the assassination of a bishop in the remote town of Cascatas
do Pontal.
All Clear - Book 4 - Oxford Time Travel - Connie Willis 2010
In Blackout, award-winning author Connie Willis returned to the timetraveling future of 2060--the setting for several of her most celebrated
works--and sent three Oxford historians to World War II England:
Michael Davies, intent on observing heroism during the Miracle of
Dunkirk; Merope Ward, studying children evacuated from London; and
Polly Churchill, posing as a shopgirl in the middle of the Blitz. But when
the three become unexpectedly trapped in 1940, they struggle not only
to find their way home but to survive as Hitler's bombers attempt to
pummel London into submission. Now the situation has grown even more
dire. Small discrepancies in the historical record seem to indicate that
one or all of them have somehow affected the past, changing the
outcome of the war. The belief that the past can be observed but never
altered has always been a core belief of time-travel theory--but suddenly
it seems that the theory is horribly, tragically wrong. Meanwhile, in 2060
Oxford, the historians' supervisor, Mr. Dunworthy, and seventeen-yearold Colin Templer, who nurses a powerful crush on Polly, are engaged in
a frantic and seemingly impossible struggle of their own--to find three
missing needles in the haystack of history. Told with compassion, humor,
and an artistry both uplifting and devastating, All Clear is more than just
the triumphant culmination of the adventure that began with Blackout.
It's Connie Willis's most humane, heartfelt novel yet--a clear-eyed
celebration of faith, love, and the quiet, ordinary acts of heroism and
sacrifice too often overlooked by history.
Miracle and Other Christmas Stories - Connie Willis 2009-11-04
The winner of multiple Hugo and Nebula Awards, Connie Willis capture
the timeless essence of generosity and goodwill in this magical collection
if Christmas stories. These eight tales-two of which have never before
been published-boldly reimagine the stories of Christmas while

Flu - Gina Kolata 2011-04-01
The fascinating, true story of the world's deadliest disease. In 1918, the
Great Flu Epidemic felled the young and healthy virtually overnight. An
estimated forty million people died as the epidemic raged. Children were
left orphaned and families were devastated. As many American soldiers
were killed by the 1918 flu as were killed in battle during World War I.
And no area of the globe was safe. Eskimos living in remote outposts in
the frozen tundra were sickened and killed by the flu in such numbers
that entire villages were wiped out. Scientists have recently rediscovered
shards of the flu virus frozen in Alaska and preserved in scraps of tissue
in a government warehouse. Gina Kolata, an acclaimed reporter for The
New York Times, unravels the mystery of this lethal virus with the high
drama of a great adventure story. Delving into the history of the flu and
previous epidemics, detailing the science and the latest understanding of
this mortal disease, Kolata addresses the prospects for a great epidemic
recurring, and, most important, what can be done to prevent it.
Queens' Play - Dorothy Dunnett 2010-08-11
This second book in the legendary Lymond Chronicles follows Francis
Crawford of Lymond who has been abruptly called into the service of
Mary Queen of Scots. Though she is only a little girl, the Queen is
already the object of malicious intrigues that extend from her native
country to the court of France. It is to France that Lymond must travel,
exercising his sword hand and his agile wit while also undertaking the
most unlikely of masquerades, all to make sure that his charge's royal
person stays intact.
Operation Blackout
- Victor Watson 2015-10
It is December 1940 and Hannah Conway is ten. She is evacuated to the
countryside after a bomb leaves her completely alone in the world.
Settling into her new life Hannah realises someone is following her. And
when she and her new friends discover something in their sleepy village,
they put themselves in even greater danger. Meanwhile in Germany, 12
year-old Konrad is faced with a proposition he cannot refuse. Will he risk
everything to save his family?
River of Stars
- Guy Gavriel Kay 2013-04-02
“River of Stars is a major accomplishment, the work of a master novelist
in full command of his subject.”—Michael Dirda, in The Washington Post
“Game of Thrones in China.”—Salon.com Ren Daiyan was still just a boy
when he took the lives of seven men while guarding an imperial
magistrate. That moment on a lonely road changed his life in entirely
unexpected ways, sending him into the forests of Kitai among the
outlaws. From there he emerges years later—and his life changes again,
dramatically, as he circles toward the court and emperor, while war
approaches Kitai from the north. Lin Shan is the daughter of a scholar,
his beloved only child. Educated by him in ways young women never are,
gifted as a songwriter and calligrapher, she finds herself living a life
suspended between two worlds. Her intelligence captivates an
emperor—and alienates women at the court. But when her father’s life is
endangered by the savage politics of the day, Shan must act in ways no
blackout-connie-willis
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celebrating the power of love and compassion. This enchanting treasury
includes: "Miracle," in which a young woman's carefully devised plans to
find romance go awry when her guardian angel shows her the true
meaning of love "In Coppelius's Toyshop," where a jaded narcissist finds
himself trapped in a crowded toy store at Christmastime "Epiphany," in
which three modern-day wisemen embark on a quest unlike any they've
ever experienced "Inn," where a choir singer gives shelter to a homeless
man and his pregnant wife-only to learn later that there's much more to
the couple than meets the eye And more
To Say Nothing of the Dog
- Connie Willis 2009-11-18
From Connie Willis, winner of multiple Hugo and Nebula Awards, comes
a comedic romp through an unpredictable world of mystery, love, and
time travel . . . Ned Henry is badly in need of a rest. He’s been shuttling
between the 21st century and the 1940s searching for a Victorian
atrocity called the bishop's bird stump. It’s part of a project to restore
the famed Coventry Cathedral, destroyed in a Nazi air raid over a
hundred years earlier. But then Verity Kindle, a fellow time traveler,
inadvertently brings back something from the past. Now Ned must jump
back to the Victorian era to help Verity put things right—not only to save
the project but to prevent altering history itself.
Arguing with Idiots - Glenn Beck 2009-09-22
FUNNY. FRIGHTENING. TRUE. It happens to all of us: You're minding
your own business, when some idiot informs you that guns are evil, the
Prius will save the planet, or the rich have to finally start paying their
fair share of taxes. Just go away! you think to yourself -- but they only
become more obnoxious. Your heart rate quickens. You start to sweat.
You can't get away. Your only hope is... ...this book. Glenn Beck, author
of the #1 New York Times bestsellers An Inconvenient Book and Glenn
Beck's Common Sense, has stumbled upon the secret formula to winning
arguments against people with big mouths but small minds: knowing the
facts. And this book is full of them. The next time your Idiot Friends tell
you how gun control prevents gun violence, you'll tell them all about
England's handgun ban (see page 53). When they tell you that we should
copy the UK's health-care system, you'll recount the horrifying facts you
read on page 244. And the next time an idiot tells you that vegetable
prices will skyrocket without illegal workers, you'll stop saying "no, they
won't" and you'll start saying, "actually, eliminating all illegal labor will
cause us to spend just $8 a year more on produce." (See page 139.)
Idiots can't be identified through voting records, they can be found only
by looking for people who hide behind stereotypes, embrace
partisanship, and believe that bumper sticker slogans are a substitute for
common sense. If you know someone who fits the bill, then Arguing with
Idiots will help you silence them once and for all with the ultimate
weapon: the truth.
Blackout- Connie Willis 2012
The Nebula and Hugo Award-winning author of "The Doomsday Book"
returns with an epic time-traveling story that follows three researchers
from the future who are stranded in the past during World War II.
Have Space Suit, Will Travel - Robert A. Heinlein 2005-02-08
Teenager Clifford "Kip" Russell wins second prize in a soap jingle
contest, a used worn spacesuit, and, while trying on his prize in his
backyard, suddenly finds himself on a space odyssey as a prisoner aboard
the ship of a space pirate, headed toward the Moon and a series of
encounters with many bizarre creatures and situations. Reprint. 10,000
first printing.
American Christmas Stories - Connie Willis 2021-10-26
** A New York Times New and Noteworthy Book ** Library of America
and Connie Willis present 150 years of diverse, ingenious, and uniquely
American Christmas stories Christmas took on its modern cast in
America, and over the last 150 years the most magical time of the year
has inspired scores of astonishingly diverse and ingenious stories.
Library of America joins with acclaimed author Connie Willis to present a
unparalleled collection of American stories about Christmas, literary
gems that showcase how the holiday became one of the signature
aspects of our culture. Spanning from the origins of the American
tradition of holiday storytelling in the wake of the Civil War to today, this
is the biggest and best anthology of American Christmas stories ever
assembled. From ghost stories to the genres of crime, science fiction,
fantasy, westerns, humor, and horror, stories of Christmas morning,
gifts, wise men, nativities, family, commercialism, and dinners from New
York to Texas to outer space, this anthology reveals the evolution of
Christmas in America--as well as the surprising ways in which it has
remained the same.
Crosstalk - Connie Willis 2016-10-04
Science fiction icon Connie Willis brilliantly mixes a speculative plot, the
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wit of Nora Ephron, and the comedic flair of P. G. Wodehouse in
Crosstalk—a genre-bending novel that pushes social media, smartphone
technology, and twenty-four-hour availability to hilarious and chilling
extremes as one young woman abruptly finds herself with way more
connectivity than she ever desired. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY NPR In the not-too-distant future, a simple outpatient
procedure to increase empathy between romantic partners has become
all the rage. And Briddey Flannigan is delighted when her boyfriend,
Trent, suggests undergoing the operation prior to a marriage
proposal—to enjoy better emotional connection and a perfect
relationship with complete communication and understanding. But things
don’t quite work out as planned, and Briddey finds herself connected to
someone else entirely—in a way far beyond what she signed up for. It is
almost more than she can handle—especially when the stress of
managing her all-too-eager-to-communicate-at-all-times family is already
burdening her brain. But that’s only the beginning. As things go from bad
to worse, she begins to see the dark side of too much information, and to
realize that love—and communication—are far more complicated than
she ever imagined. Praise for Crosstalk “A rollicking send-up of obsessive
cell phone usage in too-near-future America . . . [Connie] Willis’s canny
incorporation of scientific lore, and a riotous cast . . . make for an
engaging girl-finally-finds-right-boy story that’s unveiled with tact and
humor. Willis juxtaposes glimpses of claimed historical telepaths with
important reflections about the ubiquity of cell phones and the menace
that unscrupulous developers of technology pose to privacy, morality,
and emotional stability.”—Publishers Weekly “An exhilarating and laughinducing read . . . one of those rare books that will keep you up all night
long because you can’t bear to put it down.”—Portland Book Review “A
fun technological fairy tale.”—BookPage “One of the funniest SF novels
in years.”—Locus
Uncharted Territory - Connie Willis 2009-12-30
“Connie Willis deploys the apparatus of science fiction to illuminate
character and relationships, and her writing is fresh, subtle, and deeply
moving.”—The New York Times Book Review Findriddy and Carson are
two explorers sent to Boohte to survey the ridges and scrub-covered hills
of the planet. Back home, their adventures are followed by countless
breathless fans, but the reality is far less romantic as they deal with dust,
nitpicking regulations, and uncooperative aliens. Teamed with a young
intern whose specialty is mating customs, and a native guide of
indeterminate gender, the group sets out for a previously unexplored
sector of the planet. As they survey canyons and cataracts, battle
dangers, and discover alien treasures, they will soon find themselves in
alien territory of another kind: exploring the paths and precipices of sex.
And love.
DoOon Mode - Piers Anthony 2007-04-01
Beyond the world we know there is a multiverse of Modes where many
strange realities interlock in an infinitely intricate pattern, and a
perverse and deranged Emperor plays a deadly multidimensional game
with human pawns as his slaves. Now, with DoOon Mode, Piers Anthony
at last delivers the breathtaking climax to this awesome saga. Fearing
the heroine Coleen's dawning power, the depraved Emperor Ddwng
dispatches a terrible Mind Monster to assault her soul and bend her to
his will. To protect herself, and those she loves, Coleen must journey
back through many worlds to her own home on Earth, face her deepest
and darkest fears, and draw the strength for a final confrontation to save
the multiverse from tyranny and domination. At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Doomsday Book - Connie Willis 2011-01-05
Five years in the writing by one of science fiction's most honored
authors, Doomsday Book is a storytelling triumph. Connie Willis draws
upon her understanding of the universalities of human nature to explore
the ageless issues of evil, suffering and the indomitable will of the human
spirit. For Kivrin, preparing an on-site study of one of the deadliest eras
in humanity's history was as simple as receiving inoculations against the
diseases of the fourteenth century and inventing an alibi for a woman
traveling alone. For her instructors in the twenty-first century, it meant
painstaking calculations and careful monitoring of the rendezvous
location where Kivrin would be received. But a crisis strangely linking
past and future strands Kivrin in a bygone age as her fellows try
desperately to rescue her. In a time of superstition and fear,
Kivrin—barely of age herself—finds she has become an unlikely angel of
hope during one of history's darkest hours. Praise for Doomsday Book “A
stunning novel that encompasses both suffering and hope. . . . The best
work yet from one of science fiction’s best writers.”—The Denver Post
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that I realized how much tension had been generated, how engrossed I
was in the characters, how much I cared about their fates."–The New
York Times Book Review For Jeff Johnston, a young historical reseacher
for a Civil War novelist, reality is redefined on a bitter cold night near
the close of a lingering winter. He meets Annie, an intense and lovely
young woman suffering from vivid, intense nightmares. Haunted by the
dreamer and her unrelenting dreams, Jeff leads Annie on an emotional
odyssey through the heartland of the Civil War in search of a cure. On
long-silenced battlefields their relationship blossoms–two obsessed
lovers linked by unbreakable chains of history, torn by a duty that could
destroy them both. Suspenseful, moving, and highly compelling,
Lincoln’s Dreams is a novel of rare imaginative power.

“Splendid work—brutal, gripping and genuinely harrowing, the product
of diligent research, fine writing and well-honed instincts, that should
appeal far beyond the normal science-fiction constituency.”—Kirkus
Reviews (starred review) “The world of 1348 burns in the mind’s eye,
and every character alive that year is a fully recognized being. . . . It
becomes possible to feel . . . that Connie Willis did, in fact, over the five
years Doomsday Book took her to write, open a window to another world,
and that she saw something there.”—The Washington Post Book World
Lincoln's Dreams - Connie Willis 1992-06-01
"A novel of classical proportions and virtues...humane and moving."–The
Washington Post Book World "A love story on more than one level, and
Ms. Willis does justice to them all. It was only toward the end of the book
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